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Company: DP World Australia

Location: Belgium

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Join DP World as a Regional BPI Engineer  and be responsible for identifying and achieving

cost-saving targets, meeting project deadlines and proactively supporting customer and

stakeholder expectations by following the BPI governance process in the region. This is a

“hands-on” role supporting all aspects of continuous improvement and delivering results, as

outlined by the Regional BPI Manager(s).

How you will contribute 

Plan coordinate and deliver assigned projects within the BPI program & associated

objectives for relevant sites & operations. Support the initiation of projects to manage

increased business volumes and streamlining current processes to gain maximum efficiency

while ensuring high productivity and customer satisfaction.

Support the application of Lean Six Sigma tools and techniques for the successful delivery of

BPI projects across the region.

Apply knowledge and experience in process and root cause analysis tools including process

mapping, FMEA, Cause-Effect Diagrams, Pareto analysis, etc.

Support, drive and lead (as required) the site-based delivery of identified engineering

projects and tasks.

Build relationships with engineering and operational teams within the region. Work with the

regional teams to identify potential new BPI projects to contribute towards the profitability

of the site and BPI annual savings target.
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Job context 

Utilize 5S, Kaizen, JIT delivery, Labor balancing, Capacity Studies, Time and Motion

studies, AutoCAD, MS Excel, Project Management, facility and process design, lean

manufacturing concepts and material flow engineering.

Apply knowledge and experience in process and root cause analysis tools including process

mapping, Cause-Effect Diagrams, Pareto analysis, etc.

Utilize Lean Standards and analysis including: Line Balancing, PFEP, Pull system,

Standardized work, Value Stream Mapping, Process FMEA's, Control Plans, engineering

studies, and resource requirement sheets.

Analyze and update existing headcount tools (direct and indirect labor) in order to find

potential optimization in consideration of the impact of changes on business, and prepare

summary reports for and in support of Operations, IT and Engineering.

Develop plant and process layouts and improve existing layouts to maximize efficient use of

space, equipment and labor.

Work with all functions (IT, Engineering, Operations to develop and manage the

improvement project pipeline & associated priorities.

Support larger strategic /customer initiative projects directly if required.

Contribute to phase gate reviews with the team to ensure conformance of BPI projects.

Track the measurement of financial benefit delivery to ensure BPI projects contribute to the

overall financial targets for the organization’s BPI program.

Ensure the effective use of project tracking to capture, measure and monitor status,

benefits and issues of BPI projects. Develop appropriate reports within appropriate systems.

Other duties as assigned.

Your key qualifications

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering, Supply Chain or related field.

2-5 years comparable experience designing, developing, implementing and executing supply

chain solutions.



Experience utilizing process improvement and root-cause analysis tools.

Experience in solutions design within a logistics/warehousing/manufacturing facility

environment.

Have a proven ability to work in a cross functional environment and in both hierarchical and

matrix style organizations to engage personnel from differing business units and

backgrounds to achieve strategic business objectives.

Able to take initiative and work with little to no supervision while operating in a highly fluid and

dynamic environment.

Ability to travel 75 - 100% with a high level of flexibility.
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